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3
The Medipix detector

Pixel detectors with separate sensor and read-out chip are denoted as hybrid pixel de-
tectors. All different sensors and samples that are considered in this thesis are studied in
conjunction with the Medipix chip and are therefore loosely named Medipix detectors.

Hybrid technology allows for separate optimisation of both sensor and read-out chip and
inherently offers the freedom to use sensor materials other than silicon. Figure 3.1 shows a
schematic side view of a single Medipix-detector pixel. By design, both the Medipix chip
and sensor are segmented into an equally dimensioned matrix of pixels. Subsequently,
each sensor pixel is connected to its corresponding read-out pixel by means of so called
bump bonds, which are tiny solder balls (typically made of an alloy of lead and tin or
indium) of approximately 20 µm diameter.

The Medipix chip measures particle flux by registering the rate of signals from en-
ergy deposits in the sensor. Each photon is given the same weight, which makes the
detector’s response independent of the photon energy. So called charge integrators, which
are common in particle physics experiments’ large pixel detectors, integrate the amount
of energy deposited over time and therefore weigh the photon by its energy. Inherently,
the detective quantum efficiency of photon counters is higher than that of systems based
on charge integration. The more so because photon counters use energy thresholds in
the photon-selection process and hence enable rejection of non-photonic noise. Ideally,
the photon response should be scaled to its energy-dependent attenuation [86, 87], which
is proportional to E−3 (see Equation 1.7 on page 7). This requires a read-out device
that can accurately measure the energy deposition in addition to the incoming photon
flux. One promising candidate is the latest descendant of the Medipix family of chips:
Medipix-3.

3.1 The Medipix chip family

The Medipix project dates back to 1995 [89]. In this year, the WA97 experiment [90]
demonstrated the unique benefit of photon counting detectors in high-energy physics:
their ability to exclude electronic noise and hence to preclude ambiguities in hit patterns.
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3. The Medipix detector
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Figure 3.1: Medipix detector pixel

A schematic cross-section of a single Medipix-detector pixel. The sensor and read-
out chip are equally segmented and connected by means of bump bonds. The
dimensions indicated on the left are typical for Medipix detectors using silicon
sensors. Figure based on [88].

This key property led the LHC experiments to adopt hybrid pixel technology for vertex
detection. At the same time – due to the promising properties of photon counters – this
triggered the development of a dedicated pixellated photon counting read-out chip aimed
at application in fields other than particle physics, initially targeting medical imaging:
the Medipix chip.

3.1.1 Medipix-2

In 1997, the first generation of Medipix chips, Medipix-1 [91], was developed. Its active
matrix of 64 by 64 square pixels, each of side length 170 µm, demonstrated the outstand-
ing performance of miniature photon counters. Images with excellent signal-to-noise ratio
could be taken, mainly because of its large dynamic range and the ability to reject elec-
tronic noise. The excellent performance as well as the availability of new commercial
sub-micron CMOS-processing technologies led only a few years later (1999) to the devel-
opment of the Medipix-2 chip [92].
Its matrix measures 256 by 256 pixels of 55 × 55 µm2 each, resulting in an active area
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The Medipix chip family

of approximately 2 cm2 containing 65536 pixels. Its smaller pixel size makes the chip’s
resolution competitive with existing X-ray imaging detectors, though it is the pixel func-
tionality that really stands out compared to current systems. The Medipix-2 is processed
using a six-metal layer 0.25 µm CMOS technology and contains approximately 500 tran-
sistors per custom pixel cell.
Figure 3.2(a) shows the layout of one pixel. The cell is formed by an analogue and a digital
part. The analogue part contains a charge sensitive amplifier and a window comparator
with two identical pulse height discriminators. The digital part is formed by arbitration
logic and a 14-bit counter with overflow control.
The basic building blocks of the pixel circuitry are schematically represented by the block
diagram of Figure 3.2(b). The charge sensitive amplifier (CSA) is formed by dedicated
circuitry1 that amplifies and integrates the signal from the sensor and provides leakage-
current compensation. It can be set for both electron and hole collection, thereby allowing
for the use of different sensor materials. Subsequently, the amplifier output is compared
to the lower and upper threshold values of the window comparator, which can be globally
adjusted. The outputs of the discriminators are buffered and fed into an AND logic gate
at the entrance of the arbitration logic. This logic decides whether a photon-induced
pulse should be registered or not and can operate in two modes: window mode and single
threshold mode. In window mode, the global low and high threshold values form an en-
ergy discrimination window. If the voltage pulse at the output of the amplifier falls within
this window, the logic generates a fixed width pulse. In single mode, the high threshold
value is set below the low threshold value. The logic then generates a pulse whenever
the amplified pulse is above threshold. The pulses from the arbitration logic increment
a 14-bit counter if the shutter is open and if the number of counts is below the overflow
value of 11810. Both pulse height discriminators can be calibrated in order to minimise
the pixel-to-pixel threshold dispersion due to transistor mismatch2. The calibration pro-
cedure is commonly referred to as threshold equalisation.
When the shutter is closed, the counter serves as a shift register. Subsequently, the pixel
shift registers of each column are chained, which allows for column-wise read-out. This
is schematically depicted in Figure 3.2(a). Each column is read out by a 256-bit fast
shift register, which is located in the periphery at the bottom of the chip. Using a clock
running at 100 MHz, the entire chip can be read out in approximately 9 ms through a
serial port, whereas this takes only ∼ 300 µs for parallel readout. The periphery also con-
tains thirteen 8-bit digital-to-analog converters and input/output logic to control the chip.

3.1.2 Timepix

In 2006, the pixel circuitry of the Medipix-2 chip was modified to meet the desire to
measure the drift time of electrons in gaseous detectors [95].
This customised chip is equipped with an external clock that is transmitted to all pixels

1The circuit follows the scheme proposed by F. Krummenacher [93]
2This feature is especially attractive for soft X-ray imaging, as it requires a very homogeneous detector

response
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Figure 3.2: The Medipix-2 pixel cell

(a) The floor plan of the Medipix-2 chip together with a close-up view of the layout
of one Medipix-2 pixel cell. (b) A block diagram of the pixel cell. The analogue part
amplifies, shapes and discriminates the sensor’s signal. The digital part contains
logic that determines whether the photon is eligible for counting and increments a
14-bit counter if so. Figures are based on [92, 94].
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The Medipix chip family

and is called Timepix [96]. The clock serves two modes of operation next to the counting
mode: Time-of-Arrival (ToA) and Time-over-Threshold (ToT). Although simultaneous
operation in different modes would be very desirable, Timepix can only operate in one
mode at a time.
In Time-of-Arrival mode, each pixel registers the arrival time of the charge carriers with
respect to an external shutter signal. In this mode, each clock cycle increments the counter
from the first moment the amplified pulse is above threshold until the shutter closes. This
provides information on the time of arrival of the charge carrier relative to the shutter
signal, which is a measure for the interaction depth in the sensor. Because of the max-
imum Timepix clock frequency of 100 MHz, thereby providing a 10 ns time resolution,
this mode is currently only interesting for gaseous detectors (drift times in semiconductor
sensors are of the order of tens of ns.)
The Time-over-Threshold mode, on the other hand, is mainly interesting for semicon-
ductor detectors. Each clock cycle increments the counter as long as the amplified pulse
is above threshold, while the shutter is open. Because the circuit of the charge sensitive
amplifier provides a constant-current discharge, this duration is a measure for the pulse
height, which is proportional to the amount of induced charge (if the hit rate is low with
respect to the shutter length). Every pixel therefore records the amount of energy depos-
ition in the sensor.
The acquisition mode is selected through and operated by the Timepix synchronisation
logic, which is realised in the digital part of the pixel at the cost of one of the discrimin-
ators of the analogue part. Consequently, Timepix has only one discriminator per pixel,
though with four bits for threshold adjustment instead of three.

Timepix-3

At the time of writing this thesis, the successor of Timepix, called Timepix-3, is being
developed. This chip is supposed to be highly configurable suiting both gaseous and
semiconductor detectors for a wide range of applications. Compared to Timepix, it will
have more functionality, a higher time resolution and a more advanced architecture that
can provide continuous read-out of sparse zero-suppressed data. Its most outstanding
feature will be a fast clock that runs at 640 MHz and therefore provides a fine time
resolution of only 1.6 ns. Moreover, three combined modes of operation will be possible.
For example, in ToA&ToT-mode each pixel can record both arrival time and time-over-
threshold simultaneously. Details are beyond the scope of this thesis and can be found
in [97].

3.1.3 Medipix-3

In spite of their high functionality, there are some important limitations of both the
Medipix-2 and the Timepix chip:

• Although the small pixels of only (55 µm)2 provide fine granularity, the probability
that charge carriers created by the same photon are shared among several pixels
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3. The Medipix detector

is large. In particular, when the ratio between sensor thickness and pixel pitch is
large. In Time-over-Threshold mode, charge-sharing can benefit the spatial resol-
ution, since the fraction of the total charge deposition in each pixel correlates to
the primary photon interaction point. In tracking applications, this information is
used to obtain resolutions smaller than 10 µm with Timepix. For absorption and
spectroscopic imaging, however, charge sharing can severely degrade the spatial and
energy resolution, respectively.

• The detector is blind during read-out. As discussed in Section 3.1.1, the serial read-
out time is approximately 9 ms. For 1 ms of exposure, this translates into 90% dead
time and a maximum frame rate of 100 frames per second.

• Being 2 cm2 the active area is limited, which makes it no viable substitute for today’s
large-area detectors yet. One solution is to realise a large area by tiling multiple
Medipix detectors. This will be discussed in more detail in Section 3.2.

Mainly driven by the aim to mitigate the negative effects of charge sharing to imaging
applications, this led in 2009 to the start of the design of a new chip: Medipix-3.
The Medipix-3 chip [88, 98, 99] is processed using an eight-metal 0.13 µm CMOS tech-
nology, which translates to a high functional density per pixel (approximately 1000 tran-
sistors per pixel). Each pixel contains two threshold discriminators and two counters that
can also function as serial shift registers when the shutter is closed. By operation of both
counters in their opposite states, the chip can read and record simultaneously, thereby
eliminating dead time. That makes Medipix-3 attractive for real-time imaging applica-
tions.
In addition, a so called charge summing circuit is implemented. This circuit allows for
event-by-event communication between pixels. More specifically, the collection area can
be quadrupled. Within such a cluster of four pixels, the amount of charge collected by
individual pixels can be combined to reconstruct the total amount of charge deposited
in the sensor. This amount is subsequently assigned to the pixel that records the largest
fraction of charge. In this way, the degrading effects of lateral charge spreading on the
energy resolution can be minimised, without compromising the position determination.
The inter-pixel communication circuit used for charge summing can also be employed to
differentiate between multiple energy windows. Four pixels of (55 µm)2 can be grouped
together to form large clustered pixels of 110 µm on the side. These can be read out
as single pixels with eight identical discriminators (and corresponding counters) that can
be set to form seven different energy discrimination windows. It offers the ability to do
energy-resolved X-ray imaging. The diagnostic value of X-ray images can be increased
significantly, as a colour can be assigned to each energy window. Figure 3.3 compares a
grey-scale X-ray image of a copper and cadmium foil spiralled around a cilindrical perspex
core. It shows that the use of colours substantially increases the capability to distinguish
different parts in one and the same image3. Whereas the two metal foils are hardly dis-

3A related technique commonly used nowadays is dual X-ray imaging. It allows to resolve two energy
bands by taking two images. This requires either two exposures, which results in a doubling of the dose,
or a complicated system using two different detectors.
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Tiling to larger areas

(a) (b) (c)

Figure 3.3: Grey-scale versus colour imaging

(a) A copper and cadmium foil spiralled around a cilindrical perspex core. Parts (b)
and (c) show a conventional grey-tone image and its energy-resolved counterpart,
respectively. It shows the great potential of energy-resolved imaging. Whereas
copper and cadmium show the same grey tone in the left image, they can easily be
distinguished (red and green) in the right image. The images, made with Nikhef’s
CTa setup, are from [100].

aComputed tomography: a medical imaging technique used to generate a three-dimensional radiograph
from a large series of two-dimensional images taken around a single rotation axis

tinguishable in the grey-tone image, they can easily be told apart in the colour image.

Being able to discriminate between different photon energies, also allows for applying
weighting factors that account for the energy dependence of the intensity attenuation
through the object under study.
On top of the multi-functionality of the pixels, the floorplan of Medipix-3 anticipates
tiling, as will be discussed in Section 3.2.2. This means an important step forward in
realising a competitive large-area radio-diagnostic detector.

Table 3.1 summarises the main specifications of the Medipix family of chips. Especially
the functionality of the Medipix-3 pixels is interesting for both radiography and spectro-
scopic X-ray imaging.

3.2 Tiling to larger areas

As discussed in the last section, the Medipix-3 chip provides unique imaging capabil-
ities. Therefore, it is a very interesting read-out alternative for today’s CCD4-based

4Charged Coupled Device
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3. The Medipix detector

Table 3.1: Main specifications of three generations of Medipix chips. Note that in both ac-
quisition modes of Medipix-3 the collection area can be quadrupled to do charge
summing.

Matrix
Pixel

pitch

Collection

area

Acquisition

modes

(rows × columns) (µm) (µm2)

Medipix-1 64 × 64 170 170 × 170 Photon counting

Medipix-2 256 × 256 55 55 × 55 Photon counting

Timepix 256 × 256 55 55 × 55

Photon counting

Time-over-Threshold

Time-of-Arrival

Medipix-3

256 × 256 55
55 × 55

Photon counting
110 × 110

128 × 128 110
110 × 110

Energy resolving
220 × 220

and TFT5-based digital radiography detectors. Its advanced pixel circuitry can provide
electronic-noise free and fine-grained colour X-ray images of high contrast, especially when
bump-bonded to a good-quality crystalline high-Z semiconductor sensor. Nevertheless,
the limited active area of both the Medipix-3 chip and these kind of sensors keeps it from
being a viable substitute for today’s large-area X-ray imaging systems. The pixel matrix
of Medipix-3 only covers approximately 1.4 × 1.4 cm2, whereas current digital radiography
detectors have sensitive areas of 35 × 40 cm2 or larger. Moreover, only pieces of a few
square centimetres of detector-grade high-Z material are currently available. A possible
way to realise a large-area detector using Medipix-3 is to construct a seamless tessellation
of multiple detector modules. To avoid seams in the image, this requires use of edgeless
detectors.

3.2.1 The quad detector

First steps towards a larger detection area have been made with the development of a
so called quad detector module [101]. It consists of four tiled Medipix chips in a 2-by-2
configuration, which read out one large sensor of approximately 3 × 3 cm2. This assembly
is mounted on a chip-carrier board, which provides mechanical support as well as electric
connection to a read-out board. The read-out board reads out the chips in parallel,
controls the signals to and from the chips through an FPGA6, and supplies the necessary

5Thin Film Transistor
6Field Programmable Gate Array
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Tiling to larger areas

voltages to the chips. A standard 1 Gigabit per second ethernet connection provides
fast communication with a PC [102]. The read-out board can operate at approximately
1207 frames per second, which makes it interesting for real-time imaging. To fit the quad
assemblies side by side, the module is designed in a T-shaped configuration, i.e. the read-
out board is mounted perpendicular to the carrier board. This enables tiling multiple
quad detectors, which allows for realising large detection areas.
Current quad modules can only be tiled seamlessly on two of its four sides. This is due
to inactive material at the periphery of both the Medipix chip and the sensor. Figure 3.4
shows the main bottlenecks.

(a) The input/output periphery at one side of the Medipix chip. This part not only
contains the digital-to-analog converters and the input/output logic but also the
bond pads. These are used for connecting the Medipix chip to the carrier board by
means of wire bonds.

(b) The distance between the outermost pixels of two adjacent chips in a tiled con-
figuration. Due to a safety margin for dicing on the outside of the pixel matrix,
this distance exceeds the regular pixel pitch of 55 µm. For current Medipix-2 and
Timepix quad detectors, this inter-chip pixel pitch is 275 µm.

(c) The presence of guard electrodes along the periphery of the sensor, which protect
the active area from unwanted effects from the edge. These protecting structures
can be as wide as 2 − 3 times the thickness of the sensor used.

To realise a four-side tile-able and uniformly responding detector module, the active area
has to be maximised by minimising: (i) the periphery of the Medipix chip, (ii) the dis-
tance from the outer pixels to the Medipix chip’s edge and (iii) the inactive periphery
surrounding the sensor’s pixel matrix.
Figure 3.5 shows pictures of a single Medipix assembly, the current T-shaped quad module,
and a tessellation of four quad modules mounted in a cooling block. The quad module
consists of four Medipix chips that read out one large sensor of approximately 3 × 3
cm2. The chips itself are read out in parallel by the perpendicularly mounted read-out
board. The T-shape structure allows for tiling multiple quad modules, as depicted in
Figure 3.5(c). It shows four Medipix quad modules mounted in a housing that can be
cooled be either water or CO2. Due to the wire bonds and Medipix’s bottom periphery, an
inactive seam of approximately 0.5 cm currently exists between the modules and therefore
the modules only provide two-side tile-ability.

7theoretically, the maximum frame rate is 136 per second for a read-out clock frequency of 125 MHz
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Figure 3.4: Edgeless detector modules

A schematic view of a conventional quad detector (top) and an edgeless one (bot-
tom). To realise a uniformly responding large-area detector from multiple smaller
modules, the sensors must be at least as large as the underlying electronics. The
red boxes indicate the main bottlenecks that cause the limited tile-ability of current
Medipix detectors.
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Figure 3.5: From single assembly to fourfold quad

(a) A single Medipix assembly mounted on an read-out board developed at CERN.
(b) The quad detector module. (c) Four Medipix quad modules tiled together in a
cooling rig.
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3.2.2 From wire bond to through-silicon via

Medipix’s active pixel area is 1.98 cm2, which is approximately 87% of the total area
of the chip. The remaining 13% is taken up by the periphery at one side of the chip,
which contains the digital-to-analog converters and the input/output logic. This side also
contains the input/output pads, which are used to connect the Medipix chip to the carrier
board in order to power and read out the Medipix chip as well as to test and calibrate it.
Traditionally, wire bonds connect the chip to the underlying carrier board, as can be seen
in Figure 3.4. This makes that each single Medipix detector has an inactive region of
approximately 3 mm wide at one side. As a result, the current Medipix chip only offers
tile-ability on three sides of the chip. To get rid of this dead space, efforts are being made
to replace the wires by vertical interconnects, so called through-silicon vias [103, 104].
Figure 3.6 shows a schematic cross-section of such a via. It can be considered as a copper
pillar that connects the chip’s active front side to its back side. First, small high aspect-
ratio holes are realised using deep reactive ion etching [59]. Subsequently, these holes are
coated with a polymer before they are filled with copper using an electro-plating process.
A dedicated routing network on the back side routes the signals from the Medipix chip to
the carrier board through a uniformly distributed ball-grid-array. The design of Medipix-
3 anticipates the use of these state-of-the-art vias, thereby providing tile-ability on four
sides. Figure 3.7 shows the different dicing options and the resulting ratios between the
active and total area are listed in Table 3.2. The chip’s periphery allows connection
through either standard wire bonding or through-silicon vias. By using through-silicon
vias only on side of the chip, the active area can be increased to 94.3% of the chip’s total
area. Further increase of the active area can only be obtained by reducing the size of the
peripheral circuitry, for example by using vertical integration. This technique, however,
is not mature enough yet.

Table 3.2: The active area as a fraction of the total area of the Medipix-3 chip as a result of
the different dicing options [99]. The active area is 14080 × 14080 µm2.

Bonding option Total area
Active area

Total area

(µm2) (%)

Medipix-2 & Timepix Wire bonds, 1 side 14111 × 16120 87.1

Medipix-3

Wire bonds, 2 sides 14100 × 17300 81.2

Wire bonds, 1 side 14100 × 15900 88.4

TSVs, 2 sides 14100 × 15300 91.9

TSVs, 1 side 14100 × 14900 94.3
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3. The Medipix detector

Through-silicon-via

Ball-grid-array

Figure 3.6: Through-silicon via

Replacement of wire bonds by through-silicon vias provides the possibility to seam-
lessly tile the sensors of the individual modules. The vias are realised by etching
holes through the chip using high aspect-ratio deep reactive ion etching. A copper
fill is used for good conductivity, where a polymer liner isolates the via from the
chip. The schematic cross-section of the via is from [103].

3.2.3 Inter-chip pixel pitch reduction

Due to the wire bonds, Medipix chips are considered tile-able on three sides. However,
at these sides there is a non-negligible inactive area as well. This is due to the fact
that a certain tolerance has to be taken in order to avoid pixel damage in the process
of separating the chips from the wafer (e.g. by using a blade dicer). As a consequence,
when two chips are placed side-by-side, which is schematically shown in Figure 3.8, the
distance between the outermost pixels of two adjacent chips is larger than the pixel pitch
of 55 µm. In a tiled configuration, this forms a cross of inactive chip material. To ensure
full coverage, this is bridged by large sensor pixels. Currently, these are three times as
large as centre pixels.
The pixel-to-edge distance could be reduced by using more accurate dicing techniques,
like stealth dicing [105]. This technique can reduce the width of the cross by a factor two.
It is even shown that stealth dicing up to 12 µm inside the border of the Medipix chip
does not harm the pixel performance [106]. More detailed information on stealth dicing
is given in Chapter 2.
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Figure 3.7: Medipix-3 dicing and bonding options

The Medipix-3 chip anticipates use of through-silicon vias and allows for multiple
dicing options. Both the top and bottom periphery contain bonding pads that
allow for standard wire-bond connections, but these may also be cut off in case
of use of through-silicon vias. Depending on the desired powering and read-out
configuration the chip can be diced and bonded accordingly. Figure based on [99].

3.2.4 From conventional to edgeless sensors

As mentioned in Section 3.2, the area of good-quality high-Z semiconductor material is
limited. In addition, as discussed in Chapter 2, conventional sensors have guard ring
structures that protect the sensor’s active area from unwanted effects from the edge.
These can take up a substantial fraction of the sensor’s total area, typically they can be
two times as wide as the sensor’s thickness. In a tessellation of detector modules this will
inevitably show up as seams in the image. To reduce the sensor’s inactive periphery, both
slim-edge and active-edge sensors [82] are being developed nowadays.
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Figure 3.8: Inter-chip pixel pitch

(a) Due to a safety margin, the so called chip’s guard ring, the distance between
the outermost pixels of two adjacent chips is larger than the pixel pitch of 55 µm.
In one dimension this distance must be more than 75 µm, in the other it is at least
140 µm.(b) This requires larger sensor pixels at the adjacent edges, which causes a
higher response from those pixels. As a result, a cross is observed in the imageb.

bThe image shows a diffraction pattern, which is obtained by a line source of X-rays being split into
smaller parallel beams using a soller slit. Courtesy of PANalytical, Almelo.

3.3 Summary

Medipix detectors have the potential to replace today’s radiography detectors. In the first
place, because Medipix is a photon counting chip and thus weights each photon equally,
irrespective of its energy. Secondly, photon counting chips use energy thresholds for the
photon selection and therefore enables rejection of non-photonic noise. Both properties
benefit the signal-to-noise ratio and hence the detective quantum efficiency. In particular,
Medipix-3 is a promising candidate for tomorrow’s X-ray imaging detectors. Its intelligent
circuitry per pixel offers high functionality. In continuous read-write mode, detector dead
time is eliminated, which is interesting for real-time imaging. In charge-summing mode,
the blurring effects of lateral charge spread are minimised, while the fine granularity of
55 µm is maintained. This greatly benefits both spatial and energy resolution. In energy-
resolving mode, the chip differentiates between different energy windows, which allows for
colour X-ray imaging and energy-dependent weighting (E−3) of photons.
Nevertheless, the limited active area of both the Medipix-3 chip and that of high-Z semi-
conductor sensors keeps it from being a viable substitute for today’s large-area X-ray ima-
ging systems. The pixel matrix of Medipix-3 only covers approximately 2 cm2, whereas
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Summary

current digital radiography detectors have sensitive areas of 40×40 cm2 or larger. A
possible way to realise a large-area detector using Medipix-3 is to construct a seamless
tessellation of multiple detector modules. To avoid seams in the image, this requires use
of edgeless detectors. Current Medipix detectors have three main bottlenecks that cause
their limited tile-ability: (i) the bottom periphery of the Medipix chip, (ii) the Medipix
chip’s guard ring that functions as safety margin for dicing and (iii) the inactive periphery
surrounding the active area of the sensor.
This thesis concentrates on minimising the latter by studying the electrical and detection
properties of both active-edge and slim-edge sensors.
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